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Sign up now and get access to all the information you need to help people in the gulf and all
around the world as this problem escalates to unbelievable proportions. Get all the news letters
and testimonials from people all around the country being effected by gas and big oil companies
taking advantage of the everyday working men and women around the world. Don't waste
another second , get signed up now and start receiving all the information you need to make a
difference in the Coastal Impacted Gulf.

  

  

There are a thousand different reasons to go over why not to boycott  BP (British Petroleum). 
One is that they are the number one driving  finical force in the gulf right now. Go about our
business as normal and  wait to see how they handle themselves towards the people who are
most  financially bonded to this very unstable situation for not only the  south, or America , but
the whole world. We will all have to bond  together and pray on this one. Get involved. If we find
out that they  are scamming the families with deceptive practices that's another thing.

  

One the gas stations that carry BP's traditional and non-traditional  trademarks are usually
owned by local businessmen in your neighborhood  that signed a contract for god knows how
many years to sell that  particular companies gasoline.

  

  

When you boycott a local gas station. Your boycotting your own  neighborhood. The owner is
feeling the effect of your boycott and he's  somebodies friend , dad , neighbor in America feeling
yet another  finical impact from this disaster.

  

  

Before you start burning things down remember a man never lights a  fire under his own feet.
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Someone blew it up cause they knew they could profit from the clean  up. Investigate who's
cleaning it up.

  

  

BP is Paying all the families suffering from the spill. If they run  out of money. So do those
families. Support bp. And the actions they are  doing to fix this.

  

There is foul play.
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